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CARTESIAN CLOSED CATEGORIES, QUASITOPOI 
AND TOPOLOGICAL UNIVERSES 
Jin ADAMEK, Horst HERRLICH 
Abstract: For a concrete, topological category 3t over a sui-
table base category, the interrelationship of the concepts in 
the title is i n v e s t i g a t e d . '.# is cartesian closed iff regular sinks 
are finitely productive. % is a quasitopos iff regular sinks are 
universal. For categories over Set with constant maps, the latter 
are precisely the topological u n i v e r s e s . These can also be descri-* 
bed as categories of sieves for Grothendieck t o p o l o g i e s . 
Key words: Cartesian closed category, quasitopos , topologi-
cal universe, regular s i n k . 
Classification: 18D15, 18B25 
Introduction. We study concrete categories % over an arbi-
trary base-category X, we call K topological if it is finally 
complete and fibre-small'. Many convenient properties are lifted 
from X, to topological categories over & , e.g. completeness, co-
;ompleteness, factorization systems, etc. Others are in general 
it lifted, and we investigate conditions for their lifting: car-
tesian closedness, universality of colimits, quasitopos structure. 
For cartesian closedness, the problem has two levels: ( a ) when is 
% cartesian closed? ( b ) when is X concretely cartesian closed, 
i.e., with power-objects formed on the level of 1 ? For suitable 
base categories '£ , necessary and sufficient conditions for both 
problems are: 
( 1 ) A topological category is cartesian closed iff regular 
sinks are finitely p r o d u c t i v e . 
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(2) A topological category has concrete powers iff final 
sinks are finitely p r o d u c t i v e . 
Analogously, we characterize topological categories which are 
quasitopoi: 
(3) A topological category is a quasitopos iff regular sinks 
are un iversal . 
(4) A topological category is a quasitopos with concrete po-
r
wers iff final sinks are u n i v e r s a l . 
Categories with the latter property are called universally 
topological. We give a constructive description: 
(5) Universally topological categories are precisely the 
categories of y-closed structured sieves for Grothendieck topolo­
gies y -
For concrete categories "K over Set, we study c-categories, 
i.e., those in which each constant function is a morphism, and 
topological universes, which are c-categories with universal fi­
nal epi-sinks. Every concrete category over Set has a c-modifica-
tion, and topological universes are precisely the c-modifications 
of universally topological categories. 
I. Cartesian closed topological categories. Recall that a ca­
tegory is said to be cartesian closed if it has finite products, 
and for each object A the endofunctor A x- has a right a d j o i n t . 
The values of the right adjoint are called power-objects, and are 
denoted by CA,B3; the corresponding couniversal map is called 
evaluation, and is denoted by 
eval:A*l A,B) — * B. 
For example, Set is cartesian closed: [A,B1 can be chosen as the 
set of all maps from A to B, and evaluation is the map defined 
by eval(x,f) = f(x) for x' A and f:A - 8. Also the terminal cate-
2І6 -
gory T is ( t r i v i a l l y ) cartesian closed. 
If a topological category over 3G is cartesian closed, then 'X 
is cartesian closed (see L8J) and hence, we restrict our attention 
to cartesian closed base-categories. A crucial concept for the in-
vestigation of cartesian closedness is that of a regular sink. 
ai 
1.1. Definition ( f B l ) . A sink (A. ** ^\e\ *s c a -A e d regu-
lar if there exists a coproduct .i-i- A. (3c I is a set) such that 
r -y Vs- 3 j 
the canonical morphism La.:. —1 A.— * A is a regular epimorphism. 
A category is said to have regular sink factorizations if it is 
ai cocomplete and for each (A.- *** h) there exists a monomorphism 
bi . m:A —-* A and a regular sink (A. *• A ) with a. = m* b. . 
*-2- Examples. ( i ) In Set, regular sinks are precisely the 
ai epi-sinks, i.e., sinks (A. —=-* A) such that A = 'J a. C A.- . Set 
has regular sink f a c t o r i z a t i o n s . 
( i i ) T has ( t r i v i a l l y ) regular sink factorizations. 
( i i i ) Every topological category K over a base-category 
with regular sink factorizations has regular sink factorizations. 
Regular sinks in K are precisely the final sinks with regular un 
derlying sinks. 
Thus, regular sinks are just final epi-sinks in case \. is 
balanced, in particular for :K = Set, and they are the sinks 
(A. > A) with A = Sup A. in case .\ - /. 
I-5- Definition. Regular sinks are finitely productive pro-
a-
vided that for each regular sink 'A. * A) and each object B, 
idR-a, 
the sink (B <• Ai
 D -U B A) is regular. 
I-4- Remarks. ( 1 ) Regular sinks are finitely productive 
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iff the product 
a.xb. a. b. 
A x # = (A£x B. i—^Po'-blk!^ ±3>A in A and B, ^ B in $> ) 
of regular sinks A and <& is regular. 
(2) The finite productivity of final sinks (or colimits, or 
coproducts, or regular ep i s ) is defined by replacing "regular sinks" 
by "final sinks" ( e t c . ) in the above d e f i n i t i o n . 
(3) It is easy to see that in a cocomplete category, colimits 
are finitely productive iff 
(a) coproducts are finitely productive, i . e . , we have cano-
nical isomorphisms . JJ, (B *> A. ) -= B *.JLiT A., and 
n, el x v e i l ' 
(b) regular epimorphisms are finitely p roduct ive . 
*•*• Theorem 183 . Let 9£ be a cartesian closed category 
with regular sink factorizations. For each topological category # 
over X , the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1 ) & is cartesian closed; 
(2) for each K in % the functor K x - preserves colimits; 
(3) regular sinks are finitely productive in % ; 
(4) coproducts and regular epimorphisms are finitely pro-
ductive in % -
1.6. Definition. A cartesian closed topological category is 
said to be concretely cartesian closed if for arbitrary objects 
K and L, the underlying object of CK,Ll is [|K|,ILIJ, and the 
evaluation map is the same as that in the base category. 
I'1 • Theorem. For each topological category % over a car-
tesian closed* category -t , the following conditions are equiva-
lent: 
(1) 'X is concretely cartesian closed; 
(2) in X , final sinks are finitely productive; 
- &r -
(3 ) % is ca r tes ian closed, and each !nC-morphism with a 
disc rete range has a d isc rete domain; 
r4) X is cartesian closed, and in % each product KxD 
with a d isc rete fac to r D is d i sc re te . 
P r o o f . (1) *-> (2). By the taught-lift theo rem of Wyle r 1163, 




(where U denotes the fo rge t fu l functo r ) in which F has a tight 
adjoint G , the functo r F preserves final sinks iff F has a right 
adjoint G with U • G = G -» U. By applying this result to F = Kx-, 
F = IKlx- and G = [IKI, -1, we obtain the equivalence of (1) 
and (2). 
( 2 ) — > ( 4 ) . Since ( 2 ) — * ( 1 ) , 3C is ca r tesian closed. A X -
object D is discrete iff it is final for the empty sink, in which 
case each KxD is final for the empty sink and hence, KxD is 
disc rete. 
(4 ) — * - ( 3 ) . Let f :K — * D be a X-morphism and let D be dis-
crete.Then K is a r e t r a c t of KxD, which is d i sc re te , and hence, 
K is discrete. 
(3 ) — > ( 1 ) . For each pair of objects K and L let eval*. 
.KxtK,L3—>• L be the evaluation in % .We prove that eval: 
IKl xi [ K,L3I —> iLt has the un iversa l property in the base cate-
gory X . Let X be an object of X and let f: IKtxX—> ( Lt be an 
£-morphism. For the d isc re te object D with iD{ = X we know that 
KxD is d isc rete (because the p ro jec t ion KxD—J* 0 is a 1K-morp-
hism) and hence, f:KxD—>- L is a r^C-morphism. Consequently the-
re exists a unique X -morphism f:D—*tK,Ll with 
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f = eval * (idj,x f). Hence f.X-—MCK,L1I is the unique _£~morphism 
with this property. Uniqueness follows from the fact that each 3£ -
morphism with domain X is a 3t -morphism with domain D. Therefore, 
|CK,L3I is the power-object of |K| and |L|. 
*•&• Remarks. (i) No assumptions about factorization systems 
in % are needed for the preceding result (unlike Theorem 1.5). 
(ii) Let T denote a discrete H -object with underlying 
terminal X-object |T I. The condition in (4) that D discrete im-
plies all KxD discrete is equivalent to the following: 
(#) Kx T is discrete for each jfc-object K. 
In fact, if (#. ) is satisfied and if D is a discrete %-object, 
then 101 * |T0U| 
ce, all products 
« 01* D| in & clearly implies D = D^T in % and hen-
KxD = K*(D*T o) = (KxD)xTQ 
are discrete. 
*•'• Examples. (a) Rel is concretely cartesian closed over 
Set. T is the singleton set with the empty relation, and each 
K><T also carries the empty relation. The power object of A = 
= (X,*.) and B = (Y,/$) is LA,B) = (YX,y) where i ^ l 2 iff aloC a2 
implies fjta,)£f2(a2)• 
(°) Cony is not concretely cartesian closed. Here T is dis-
crete as well as indiscrete. The underlying object of CK,L] is 
h o m ( K . L ) . 
1.10. Definition C8j. A concrete category over Set is a 
c-category if all constant functions (K)—>,L| are morphisms 
K — » L . (For topological categories, this is equivalent to T be-
ing indiscrete.) 
1.11. Proposition [2, 8 3. For each cartesian closed category 
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over Set, the following are equivalent: 
(i) 3C has canonical function spaces, i.e. | [ K, L 7JI = 
= horn (K,L) and evaluation is the map (f,x) t—>(f(x); 
(ii) X is a c-category. 
**• Quasitopoi. Recall that a topos is a category & satis-
fying the following conditions: 
(1) ££ has finite limits and colimits; 
(2) X is cartesian closed; 
(3) in % partial morphisms are representable. i.e., for 
each object A there exists a monomorphism t.:A —#• A* universal 
in the following sense: given a partial morphism into A (i.e., a 
pair consisting of a monomorphism m:B—* C and a morphism f:B->A), 





C -> A*8 
For example, Set is a topos: A* is a one-point extension of A; 
also ST is (trivially) a topos. 
The topos structure is never lifted from % to a non-trivial to-
pological category over '£ simply because topoi are balanced ca-
tegories. But a convenient weakening of the axiom (3), studied 
by Penon £.141 , gives an interesting concept for topological ca-
tegories. 
A quasitopos is a category s£. satisfying (1),(2) and the conditi-
on (3)* obtained from (3) by replacing "monomorphism" by "strong 
monomorphism". Recall that a monomorphism m is called strong if 
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*k' m i 
with e an epimorphism has a diagonal d. In Set every monomorphism 
is strong. In a topological category % over 9£ , strong monomor-
phisms are just the initial morphisms with underlying morphism a 
strong monomorphism in 3£ . 
I V 1 - Remark. For each object L of a category st we denote 
by %/L the comma-category of all morphisms with the codomain L. 
Penon proved in L14J that a category ^ is a quasitopos iff 
(a) tf has finite limits and colimits; 
(b) ££/L is cartesian closed for each L in X ; 
(c) strong subobjects are representable, i.e., there is a 
strong monomorphism t:T—* IX with T terminal such that for each 




II.2. D e f i n i t i o n . Regular sinks are universal provided for 
ai each regular sink (A. ^ ^ i c T anc* eacn morphism f:B—*> A the-
b, 
re exists a regular sink (B. ^ B ) . , - , such that each f • b, 
j j f c J J 
factors through some a.^.x: 
II.3. Remarks. (i) As in 1 .4 we define universality of 
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final sinks (or colimits, or cop.roducts, or regular epis) by re­
placing, in the above definition, "regular sinks" by "final sinks" 
(etc). 
(ii) If K has pullbacks then regular sinks are universal 
ai iff for each regular sink (A. *»A). T and each morphism f: 
1 l v . - l 
fai 
: B — > A the sink (B. *"^^itT
 0 D"- a- n ed by pointwise pullbacks 
along f is regular. 
B, 
B -ă> A 
( Similarly for universal final sinks e t c ) . Consequently, the uni­
versality of regular sinks implies their finite productivity. In 
fact, if f above is the projection Kx A—-> A then the resulting 
id x a. 
sink is (Kx.A. ^ K x A ) . 
(iii) By replacing in the above definition "morphism f" by 
"strong monomorphism f", we obtain the condition that regular 
sinks are hereditary. Analogously we obtain the heredity of final 
sinks and other types of sinks. 
(iv) Let^C be a finitely complete category. Regular sinks 
are universal iff they are both finitely productive and heredita­
ry. Jhis follows from the fact that each morphism f:B —=* A fac­
tors as f = sr c (idg.f) where JT . B * A —-> A is the projection and 
(idg,f):B — > B * A is a strong monomorphism (in fact, a section). 
Pullbacks along f are composed of pullbacks along 'sr followed by 
pullbacks along (id„,f). 
Analogously with other types of sinks: 
universal = finitely productive and hereditary. 
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II .4 . Theorem. Let % be a quasitopos with regular sink fac-
torizations. For each topological category % over % , the fol-
lowing conditions are equivalent: 
(1 ) % is a quasitopos; 
(2) in % regular sinks are universal; 
(3) in 3i colimits are universal; 
(4) in 3C coproducts and regular epimorphisms are both fini-
tely productive and hereditary; 
(5) % is cartesian closed and has hereditary colimits; 
(6) 3C/K is cartesian closed for each K in #• . 
Proof. ( l ) < - > ( 6 ) . By II.1, it is sufficient to verify that 
strong monomorphisms are representable in any topological catego-
ry £# . Let t:T—>£• be the representing strong monomorphism in 
X , and let t:T*—> &** be the corresponding #-morphism with 
indiscrete objects T* and XL* . Then T* is terminal in % , and 
t is a strong monomorphism. For each strong monomorphism m:B—>C 
in 3C we have the unique pullback 
|B| * T 
|C| -»-CL 
in X . 
Indiscreteness of JCJ* and initiality of m immediately imply that 




is the required unique pullback in % . 
( 2 ) < — > ( 6 ) . This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.5 
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via the following simple observations . If X is topological over 
3£ then %/K is topological over J£ / |KV Regular sinks in X/K 
are precisely those sinks 
-> A 
(iel) 
for which the sink (A. ^->A). -, is regular in X . For each ob-
ject (A,c<) of X/K, the functor (A,oc)x- : X/K—> X/K is given 
by the formation of pullbacks along tx in X . 
The implications ( 2 ) — * ( 5 ) — * * ( 4 ) — * ( 3 ) — * (2) are clear. 
II.5. Remark. The equivalence of (1) and (6) does not re-
quire regular factorizations in % . 
11-6- Examples. (a) The category Conv of convergence spaces 
is a quasitopos. 
(b) The category of (compact T2)-generated topological spa-
ces fails to be a quasitopos although coproducts are universal 
and regular epimorphisms are finitely productive. 
Regular epimorphisms are not hereditary. 
In fact, no non-trivial topological subcategory of the cate-
gory of topological spaces is a quasitopos, see £73. In contrast, 
there are quasitopoi of uniform spaces, see C181. 
(c) The category Mer of merotopic spaces L12] fails to be a 
quasitopos although regular epimorphisms are universal and copro-
ducts are hereditary. Coproducts are not finitely productive. 
(d) A concretely cartesian closed topological category over 
Set need not be a quasitopos. For example, let "K have objects 
(X,0) for all sets X and (X,l) for all non-empty sets X, let 
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f:(X,k)—>(X',k') be a #-morphism iff f:X— .*X' is a map and 
k .£ k'. Then % is topological over Set. A sink 
((Xi,ki) =-*-(X,k)) is final iff k = Sup ki< Hence final sinks 
are productive, i.e., % is concretely cartesian closed over Set. 
Moreover regular epimorphisms in X are hereditary but X does 
not have hereditary coproducts: if a4-b, the coproduct of Ua},0) 
with (-lbl,l) is ({a ,bl,l); and its subobject (ia?,l) is not the 
coproduct of the intersections (4a},0) and (0,0). 
(e) For complete lattices, considered as topological catego-
ries over J*, quasitopoi are precisely the locales, i.e., the car-
tesian closed ones. Any complete lattice which is not a locale 
is an example of a concrete category with universal regular epi-
morphisms and hereditary coproducts in which coproducts are not 
finitely productive. 
(f) The quasi-category of quasi-topological spaces of Span-
nier is illegitimate, see C9J, and hence not topological. 
II.7. Definition. A topological category with universal fi-
nal sinks is said to be universally topological. 
II-8. Theorem. For each topological category X over a qua-
sitopos, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) 3C is universally topological; 
(2) % is a quasitopos with concrete powers; 
(3) % is a quasitopos and each ^-morphism with a discrete 
range has a discrete domain; 
(4) X/K is concretely cartesian closed over X /|K | for 
each K in %' . 
Proof. (1)-->(2). See II.5 and 1.11. 
(2)—> (3). See 1 . 1 1 . 
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( 3 ) (4). By 1.11, it suffices to verify that in each 3C/K 
morphisms with discrete range have discrete domain. This follows 
from the fact that an object A — * K is discrete in X/K iff A is 
discrete in X .. 
(4)—>(1). For each morphism f:K'—> K in X , the functor 
(K',f)x-: "K/K —*- X /K has a concrete right adjoint and hence, 
it preserves final sinks in X/K by Wyler's taught lift theorem 
C16J. The functor (K',f)x- is given by the formation of pull-
backs along f in X . Furthermore, final sinks in 'X/K are preci-
sely those sinks 
-> A 
i 
for which the sink (A. > A) is final in % and hence, pull-
backs along any X -morphism f preserve final X-sinks. 
11.9. Definition [13J. A topological universe is a topolo-
gical c-category with universal final epi-sinks. 
11.10. Remark. Since each epi-sink in Set is regular, topo-
logical universes are precisely those topological c-categories 
which are quasitopoi. 
The category of convergence spaces is a topological universe. 
11.11. Definition [83. By the c-modification of a topologi-
cal category X is meant the concrete subcategory X of X , con-
sisting of those objects K for which all maps from a terminal X -
object into K are 3C-morphisms. 
11.12. Example. The c-modification of the category of re-
lations is the category of reflexive r e l a t i o n s . 
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Each c-modification of a universally topological category is 
a topological universe, see 18]. Conversely: 
T--13- Theorem. A concrete category over Set is a topologi-
cal universe iff it is a c-modification of a universally topologi-
cal category. 
Proof. (A) Let X be a topological universe. Denote by X 
the category whose objects are all pairs (X,K) where X is a set 
and K is a X -object with |K|cX, and whose morphisms f:(X,K)—> 
—» (X',K') are those maps f :X —> X' for which f(|KDc |K'| and 
the corresponding restriction f of f is a .tT-morphism f:K—*• K'. 
X is a concrete category over Set. A terminal object of 3C is 
y\ 
(iO},T), where T is terminal in X and |T| = \0}. Then $> = #c» 
provided that each X -object K is identified with the 'X -object 
(|K|,K): 
*\ 
(a) If (X,K) & "X then for each x € X we have a map f: -JOS —^ 
—>X defined by f(0) = x. Since f : (40j , T) —> (X ,K) is a morphism, 
we conclude x s. |K| . Thus, (X,K) = (|K|,K) c- % ; 
(b) For each K s % and each map i:\0\-—> K we know that 
f :T — * K is a X -morphism and hence f : ({9} , T) —*. (|K | ,K) is a X -
morphism. Thus, (|K|,K) a X . 
A 
It remains to verify that % is universally topological. No-
te that each X -object (X,K) is the coproduct of (|K|,K) and the 
discrete object (X - |K|,0) (where D denotes the initial K-ob-
fi 
ject). For each % -structured sink ((X. ,K,)—=-*-X). T the final 
1 1 1 c i 
object is (X,K) where |K| = ̂  V x * ^ lKiD .and K is the final object 
in "X ^pt the X-structured sink of restricted maps 
(K ^tKDifT* Thus, X is topological (since fibres are obvi-
ously small in X ). Let g.(X',K')- -* (X,K) be an arbitrary mor-
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phism, and let us form the pointwise pullbacks: 
(XІ,KÍ) (XІ.K.) 
f. 
(X ,к ) -> (X,K) 
g 






•K have the 
in X (where h. denotes the restriction of h., and g. that of g . ) . 
1
 A 1 1 1 
t* 
Since the sink (K. > K) is regular (because it is a final epi-
n
i 
sink) in % , by II .4 the sink (K.' > K') is also regular in.#. 
Moreover |K'| = , U ^ f. (I K.' I ) because for each xc|K'l we have 
\, c I i r 
g(x)e |K| = Uf.(|K.|) and hence, there exists is I and y € |K. | 
with g(x) = f.(y). Since pullbacks are concrete in X . we conc-
lude that there is t e |KH with h.(t) = x and g^Ct) = y. Consequ-
h. 
ently, the sink ((X^ ,Kp —±-* (X ' ,K ')) is final in % 
III. A construction of universally topological categories. 
The only examples of universally topological categories we have 
encountered so far were locales (over Cf) and the category Rel of 
relations (over Set). We present now a variety oHexamples obtai-
ned by starting with an arbitrary concrete category and extending 
it to a universally topological one. It turns out that each uni-
versally topological category can be obtained in this way. Simil-
ar constructions can be found in L4l,l8),Q33 and 1171, new here 
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is the characterization of legitimacy in case we start with a 
large category. 
Ill. 1. Definition. Let X be a catego ry . 
(1) A sink S in 3C is called a sieve provided the following 
implication holds: 
(A -J-* B cMor % and B —i> C eS) -* A gf »• C € S . 
(2) For any object A the sieve consisting of all morphisms 
with codomain A is called the full sieve for A. 
(3) A collection *$ °* sieves is called a Grothendieck topo-
logy for X provided it satisfies the following four conditions: 
(Tl) every full sieve belongs to f; 
ai (T2) f is composition-closed, i . e . whenever (A. >A),^j 
belongs to r and, *or each ie I, (B.—-UA. )., , D e l o n 9 s to 
J i JfeJi 
a.*b. x 
T , then (&^ > A ) u i , j U . b e l o n 9 s to 2T» 
(T3) y is pullback-stable, i . e . whenever f:A—>B is a mor-
phism and S is a sieve with codomain B, which belongs to y, 
then the sieve f" 5, consisting of all morphisms C—!L>A 
with f » g c S , belongs to f j 
(TO y contains with any sieve any larger sieve. 
(4) If % is a concrete category over % and y is a Grot-
hendieck topology for $C , consisting of final sinks only, then 
(#,7") is called a concrete site over X. > * 
III.2. Construction. For each concrete site (3C,y) over X 
we construct a quasicategory over % (i.e., our construction is 
in general non-1egitimate; see below) as follows: A structured 
f, 
sink Ji = (Ki ^X^iti in # is said to De 
(a) a structured sieve if for each K —---> X in A and each 
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morphism g.K'—* K in % , K' f ° 9> X is in A) 
(°) T -closed if for each (K.——--*- K) in A and each 
go f. 
K - i ^ x in OC , such that Ki i-»- X is in A for all i, also 
K_-a> x is in A * 
We denote by 
Siev(ff,y) 
the quasicategory of all ^-closed structured s ieves . Morphisms 
f. g. 
from A = (Ki ^> x> i ei to 3 - ( U -L*.Y).e3 are those #-mor-
f. f* f. 
phisms f:X—>Y for which K. i*» X in A implies K. i. Y 
is in 3 . The forgetful functor of Siev (X,y) into £ sends 
(K --> X) to X. We consider *X as a full subcategory of 
Siev (OCr.'jr) by identifying each object K with the full structu-
red sieve 
K - ( L _ 1 ^ | K | ) { : L _ ^ K in Xm 
Observe that for a "^-closed structured sieve A = (K. ---» X)i6T 
a structured morphism K >X belongs to A iff K * A is a 
morphism in Siev (CfC,^ ) . 
I1A--*- Remark. There are two reasons why the construction 
above can be illegitimate: 
(i) the objects can be proper classes in which case they 
^re not elements of any class; 
(ii) the conglomerate of all objects can be too large, for 
example, it can be in a bijective correspondence to the conglome-
rate of all subclasses of a proper class. 
The latter obstacle is obviously the essential one: in case that 
the conglomerate of all objects is legitimate, i.e., in a bijecti-
ve correspondence with some 01385*15, we can overcome (i) by using 
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*t as the class of objects of a category isomorphic (in an obvi-
ous way) to Siev (3C,3*). By an abuse of language, we call the 
latter category Siev (X,^-) whenever the class of all 3* -closed 
sieves is legitimate. In particular, this is the case whenever the 
quasicategory Siev (%, y ) is fibre-small . We characterize such 
sites now. Recall that a structured map A —-U. X is a pair consis-
ting of an object A in 3t and a morphism a: | A |—*» X in X -
111.4. Definition. Let (%,y) be a concrete site. For 
structured maps A—---> X and A' -••••> X we define 
(A,a) ^ v(A',a') 
Di 
provided that there exists a x ~ s - n k (-*< ^"A^i£i ancl &-morp-
hisms tK.B.—^A' (iel) with a « bi = a'© b^ (iel). Call (A,a) 
and (A ' ,a ') equivalent [in symbols: (A,a)sir(A',a')3 iff 
(A,a) ^T(A',a') ^ ^ ( A , a ) . 
We say that ('JC, -y ) is a structurally small site if for each 
X in X there exists a set of representatives of the equivalence 
= T on structured maps with range X. 
111.5. Proposition . A concrete site (% , -y ) is structurally 
small iff Siev (X ,y ) is a fibre-small (and hence a legitimate) 
category. 
Proof. (A) Let Siev ( X , y ) be fibre-small . For each 
structured map A—-L-* X consider the structured sink 
|(A,a) = *(A',a') | (A',a') **. (A,a)'r. 
By the pullback-stability of y , it is a structured sieve. By 
the composition-closedness of •#• , it is T~ cl° s ed. Since 
•KA-.-aj) = i'(A2,a2) iff (A,,a,) *l9KA2,a2) 
structural smallness of (X >y) follows immediately from fibre-
smallness of Siev (X t f) -
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(B) Let (X,^t) be structurally s m a l l . For each X in 3E we 
ai 
have a set (A. *• X). , of representatives as in the above defi-
nition. Each ^-closed sieve A has the property that with any 
(A,a)eA it contains all smaller elements, i.e., 
(A,a) « A/ implies i(A.a) c Ji • 
Consequently, A is determined by the set 1(A) - lie I | (A.,a.)€ 
& A} in the sense that for two 2f-closed structured sieves on X, 
1(1) = I ( j t 2 ) implies A,- X 2 . 
Since the collection of all subsets of I is a set, Siev (X ,T ) 
is small-fibred, 
III.6. Examples. Let f ^e t n e (smaHes*t) Grothendieck to-
pology on % . consisting of all full structured sieves. Then 
( & , x 0 ) is structurally small iff for each X in X the following 
equivalence has a set of representatives: A *• X is equivalent 
to B >X iff there exist 3C -morphisms f:A—>B with a = bof, 
and g:B—>A with b = a eg. In particular: 
(a) (Set, •*) is structurally small over Set:A—%> X is 
equivalent to B —---> X iff a(A) = b(B). 
(b) As shown in tn, (K , Y ) is not structurally small over 
Set for the categories X of metrizable spaces, relations and se-
migroups. In fact, Siev (^Cty ) is not even legitimate for these 
categories. 
(c) (3C,T0)
 is structurally small over T iff X is small 
(i.e., a poset). 
(d) More generally, for each Grothendieck topology #* on a 
small concrete category X , (X,Y) is structurally small. 
Ill .7. Theorem. For a fibre-small concrete category % the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
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(1) 3C is universally topological; 
(2) % s Siev (Kty) for some Grothendieck topology y ; 
(3) % is concretely isomorphic to Siev (2?ty) for some 
structurally small site (dty). 
Proof. ( 1 ) — ^ ( 2 ) . The collection y of all final sinks in 
X is pullback-stable (since X is universally topological) and 
hence, y is a Grothendieck topology. We are to prove that 
K -*» Siev ( # , y ), i.e., that each y -closed structured sieve A = 
ai ~ 
= (Ai 3* X) equals the full structured sieve K of some DT-object 
K. Let K be the final object in X of the structured sink A> .Then 
a. . , 
the sink A* - (Ai --i» K) is in x . The structured map K—----*> X 
a. 
has the property that for each A. >• K in j l * we have 
id o ai 
A > x in A ; since jt is -r-closed, we conclude that 
K » X € A . Then K& A because A is closed under compositi-
on, and hence K = A . 
(2)-—>(3) follows from III.5. 
(3)—>(1). By III.5, Siev (%Cty) is small-fibred. It is 
sufficient'to prove that it has universal final sinks. First, each 
structured sink ( A. ---> X). J in Siev (££, y ) has a final object; 
the sink A of all A —---> X for which there exists a y -sink 
b. aob. 
(B. £+> &) such that each B.~ -*-> X (jeJ) is equal to 
J , j f e J J 
f:-3 ' 
B i ^ x for some ie I and B . — - — > | A i | in A.. (It is easy 
to verify that A is a structured sieve, since y is pullback-
stable, and that A is y -closed, sine© y is composition-closed,*) 
To prove the universality, let ^) be a y-closed structured 
sieve (with \U) \ ~ Y), let k-.Zb — > A be a morphism in Siev (zt,y) 
and let S be the sink in Siev (^, y), consisting of those 
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To show that S is a final sink in Siev (j^.^O* let ft—H-*^ | 
belong to <2> Then ft k d > | A | belongs to A Hence, by finali-
U b< 
of (A.—1 ty 
- > i t ) i e T , there e x i s t s a x ~
s i n k ( ^*- < B ) j e J such 
t h a t each kdb. f a c t o r s through some f . x . ^: 
** 
AЩ) 
j f i ф 
8- ->á) •+-A 
cL ' Jk 
JJ belongs to S. Hence, 
by the above description of final sinks in Siev (if ,#0, S is final. 
By the definition of S, each db.: $. 
III.8. Examples, (a) Let $6 be the concrete category over 
Set with single object L, |L| ~ -£0,1} and horn (L,L) = -fid}, and 
let x De the smallest Grothendieck topology on L. Then 
Siev C&,yQ) is the category of r e l a t i o n s . 
(b ) Let ££' be the concrete category over Set with the sin-
gle object L, |L| = -€0,11 and horn ( L , L ) = 4"id,f? where f is the 
transposition, and let y be the smallest Grothendieck topology 
on L , Then Siev (££', -y ) is the category of symmetric relations. 
III.9. Corollary. Topological universes are precisely the 
concrete categories over Set concretely isomorphic to 
Siev (rf,r>c 
for structurally small concrete sites (^C,y) over Set. The ob-
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jects of Siev (%t, -y ) c are all y -closed structured epi-sieves. 
III.10. Examples. (a) For L resp. L as in III.8, 
Siev ($£,'#) is the category of reflexive relations, and 
Siev (&', 3"Q)C is the category of reflexive and symmetric relati-
ons . 
(b) For at = 3C = Set and qf the topology generated by all 
finite sinks (i.e., a sieve S belongs to y iff there exists a fi-
nite subset T of S such that every fsS factors through some g&T) ; 
Siev (St,'y)c is the category of bornological
 sP a c e s H03. 
(c) For the category L of finite sets, considered as a con-
crete category over Set, Siev (i£,^ ) is the category of simp-
licial complexes. 
Ill. 11. Remark, Categorical investigations motivated by pro-
blems in analysis (duality theory and theory of manifolds) are 
concerned primarily with cartesian closed topological c-categori-
es (see e.g. Frblicher [51 and Seip 1151) and with topological 
universes (see Binz [33, Hogbe-Nlend [10] and i\el [13]). 
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